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Parking Lack

~Never

Going To Get

By Douglas Earick

...

..
•

Lack of parking on the University of New Mexico's
main campus will continue to plague the school and will
actually grow worse because of building projects scheduled to be done over the next few years, said the
director of Parking Services.
"1 think tt will definitely get worse before it ever gets
better . . . if it ever will," said Fred Couffer.
Couffer said additions to the Anderson School of
Management, Johnson Gym and engineering will result
in the loss of about 250 parking spaces.
"We will be losing the economics and sociology
parking Jot, half of the parking lot between fine arts and
the motorcycle area, and 43 spaces over by electrical
engineering," he said.
He added that Roma Avenue, which runs past the
dorms down to the campus police station, will be lost to
a landscaping project. Another landscaping project will
enc9mpass Yale Boulevard from Mitchell Hall to the
journalism building.
''This wiU mean that another SO or so spaces will be
lost," Couffer said, Included are 10 handicap spaces
along Yale, which will limit the total number of these
spaces on campus to 66, he said.
"I can sec the future coming - things arc never
going to get better," he said.
Plans to increase parking around main campus include two multi-level parking structures.
The first of these structures is a 2!12-story complex
that would be situated in the parking Jot by the Computer Center, across Lomas from the UNM Hospital.
Couffcr said this structure would supply parking for
about 800 vehicles .
.. The top floor of the structure is allocated for the
hospital, with the rest going to students and faculty.
Priority is given to this structure because of the UNM
Hospital parking dilemmat'' Couffer said.
He added that the complex is "scheduled to go into

'

.
Scott Caraway

Despite parking expansion plans, the parking situation on
campus will continue to be tight.

Graduate Student Association
President Marie Mound described
University of New Mexico female the difference in teaching styles as
staff members are paid about 19 per- .. intense discussion versus aggrescent less than men holding similar sive debate. •• She said graduate
positions, and discrimination occurs seminars need not be the battlegin faculty promotion and tenure de- rounds that they sometimes arc.
Mound said some professors,
cisions, says a UNM professor.
Addressing an audience Friday at usually male, undermine a female
the concluding session of the Collo- student's confidence by interrupting
quium for Research on Women, her more often than male students,
associate law Professor Ann Scales by completing her thoughts for her
said tenure decisions arc made be- and by asking her impossible queshind closed doors in a "peer review tions. Mound called these tactics
process,. whose deliberations are .. power maneuvers ...
Mound said learning is an emo"confidentiaL"
Female faculty members denied tiomtl experience and that lack of
promotion or tenure may 11ever respect .for a student is defeating.
know the actual reason for denial She said these attitudes make it diffibecause of this confidentiality, she cult to develop mentor relationships
with professors. She also said the
said.
Scales said women and men are casual socializing over beers or a
evaluated differently for similar game of racquetball between male
qualities. At one college, a woman professors and students is an area
was denied tenure and was criticized closed to female students.
Mound said work is under way on
because she "thrived on technical
matters," but a male colleague was a "sexual harassment'' section for
praised for his ''mastery of technical the faculty handbook, and the com·
pleted proposal will be presented to
matters,,. she said.
Women are denied promotions the Faculty Senate. The new handbecause of typically "female" qual- book will be published next year.
A sex discrimination class will
ities that are incorporated into their
teaching styles, Scales said. One also be offered next spring at
woman was termed "too reticent" UNM's law school which Scales, a
to be an effective seminar leader 1 but former civil rights lawyer, will
her students said they appreciated teach.
She said Gov. Toney Anaya
her leadership style because they
found it to be a more nurturing learn- pledged in his election campaign to
continued on page 1
ing atmosphere.

operation in the near future, possibly by '85," but said
that the money has to be allocated by the state Legislature before the project can be started.
The second planned parking structure is a 3 V2-story
building to be erected in the C-zone parking Jot south of
Johnson field. "It would be built somewhere between
the Stanford entry and Redondo," Couffcr said.
The structure would supply parking for about 870
vehicles.
Couffcr said that even with the I ,670 spaces these
structures would supply, UNM's parking problem will
continue.
About 4,400 zoned parking spaces arc now available
on campus. Couffer said these spaces must suffice for
almost 7,000 faculty/staff members and more than
23,000 students.
"We've got to satisfy faculty and staff first, and then
what's left over we can give to the students," he said.
As of January, 2,544 permits were allotted to faculty
and staff, and 3,401 permits were given to students,
Couffer said.
Certain zones are oversold by a small percentage
because not all students are on campus at any one time.
Co\lffcr said the department oversells 1,543 spaces each
year.
Each July, Parking Services sends out about 30,000
applications to students who may want parking on campus. "Not all students need permits, but for those who
do, there is a big demand for a relatively few spaces,''
he said.
An additional 800 to 1,000 daily visitors to the campus use parking meters and buy temporary parking
pcmtits. This creates an even greater demand for parking, Couffcr said.
Couffer said he thinks UNM will eventually become
a" closed campus" for all automobiles except emergency vehicles. The picture he draws is one where all
parking will be around the perimeter of the main
campus.

Her Stewardess Plans Fell Short, But
Wo111an Astronaut Will Still Fly High
By Steve Shoup

Discrimination Seen
By Campus Women

Better~

The day is coming when women
flying on space missions will not be
•!nusual. So far, the list of women
spaccfarcrs is made up of Valentina

Tereshkova, Svetlana Savitskaya
and Sally Ride. Sometime early next
year, the name of Dr. Mary Cleave
will be added to that list.
Cleave was in Albuquerque Friday for a series of presentations in

By Jo Schilling

the city on women in science and
engineering. Trained as a civil and
environmental engineer, Cleave was
selected to be a mission specialist in
the space shuttle program in May
1980. She is one of eight women
astronauts in the U.S. space
program.
Like most astronauts today. male
and female, she fits the ''right stuff..
image only in that she has been a
licensed pilot since she was 14. She
is a civilian and concedes that her
only crash was in a Cessna 150 into a
cornfield.
"It never occurred to me that I
should be a pilot. I wanted to be a
stewardess," she said. She said the
best thing that probably ever happened to her was finding out she was
too short for that job.
She has not been a.o:;signed to a
specific flight or duty yet. so reporters at Friday's press conference
asked her about the future of space
travel. One reporter wanted to ask
about a planned space station but
was reluctant to use the word
"manned."
"That's okay," Cleave said.
"l'm one of the boys.,.
The "manned" space station,
which will cost about $1 billion by
the time it's in orbit in 1992, would
be very useful in producing ultrapure metals and pharmaceuticals,
Cleave said.

Alexandria

Astronaut/engineer Dr. Mary Cleave

K~ng

The future of several other space
projects. was discussed by Rep.
Manuel Lujan, who also attended
the press conference.
Funding for a Mars orbiter set to
study the red planet in the late '80s
and for a low earth orbit environmental research satellite, scheduled
for launch· in 1986, will be in the
1985 federal budget, Lujan said.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Khomeini Rejects Peace Talks
Iran'' Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khorm:ini on Sunday rejected peace
talks with Iraq to settle their hitter
42-month Persian Gulf wur, 'iaying
''talking with someone who stabs
you in the hack is not wise."
On the war front. Imn claimed
Sunday it shot down unothcr Iraqi jet
fighter ncar the critkal Jrnyi oil
lklc.h of Majmoon Islands in the
southern Hur Al-Hnvcizch marsh,
north of the key Iraqi port town of
Basra. lr;m captured the islands la't
week.
lruq reported it killed at least 75
J.ranian soldier~ in a 24-hour period
and destroyed Iranian artillery, two
ammunition dumps and two infantry
emplacements.
In n stntcmcnt broadens! on
Tehran Radio Khomcioi ruled out
peace talks with Baghdad to end the
wur. which hrokc out Sept. 22, !980
and is <>apping the rcsmr rccs of both
l'lmntrics.
Doctors in Vienna and Stockholm
on .Sundny treated 15 Iranian soldiers who suff~rcd burn wounds that
spccwlh.ts said may have been
l:aus.:d hv d1ernkal bomhs.
Iran ht1s accused Iraq nf U5ing

VICTORY NOLL
SISTERS
Home Missionaries called
to serve the poor through
pastoral ministry,
religious education, social
service and health care
programs.
Vocation Counselor
Box 109U Victory Noll
Huntington, IN 46750

chemical weupons in desperation,
causing I ,000 Iranian casuulties.
Iran has not said where the other
wounded soldiers arc being treated.
In Abu Dhabi, Arab League
Secretary Gent·nrl Chadli Klihi said
Sunday Presid~.:nt Zaycd Bin Sultan
AI Nuhyan WilS willing to support
any effort to end the war.
Klibi made his statement to the
stale-run United Arab Emirates
news agency WAM before flying to

Kuwait for talks with officials on
ways of ending the blood.shed.
In Kuwait, officials said the sixnation Gulf Cooperation Council
will meet next week in Saudi Arabia
to discuss the escalating violence
and particularly Iranian threats to
block navigation in the Strait of
Honnuz.
The council comprises Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Bahrain
and the United Arab Emirates.

Nigerian Riots
LAGOS, Nigeria- Government troops shelled sectors of a provincial capital in an effort to crush
week-long religious riots that have
killed at least 250 people, a Nigerian
newspaper said Sunday.
The st<ttc-run New Nigerian
newspaper reported bodies littered
the streets of the northeastern city of
Yo Ia am.l that as many as 500 corpses
had been removed for mass buriaL
The swiftly rising death toll followed a week of .riots that started
Monday when Moslem fundamcntalists stormed the market
place and set fires that destroyed two
thirds of the stalls.
The New Nigerian said troops entercel the city and shelled fun- ·
damentalist strongholds Thursday in
a confrontation that might explain
the dramatic increase in the death
toll.
Hospitals in the area reported at
least 250 dead Sunday- nearly
double the previous estimate. The
dead included at least six policemen.
Lynch mobs reportedly were
roaming the streets in reprisal
attacks on suspected fundamental-

Contin~e

ists in the provincial capital ofGongolastatc, 650 miles north of Lagos.
The rioters are members of a sect
of Moslem fundamentalists, the
Maitatsine, founded by an obscure
Cameroon-born preacher in the
1950s.
Some fighters cover themselves
with a "magic dust" that they believe renders them invulnerable to
police bullets ..
Thousands of Yo Ia citizens have
been forced to take shelter in police
and army barracks and hastilyarranged refugee camps in open
fields.
Food was reported to be running
short in Yola because traders were
unable or unwilling to venture into
the town with fresh supplies.
Lt. Col. Cyril Iweze, interim govemor of Gongola province, made a
broadcast appeal Friday for the
population to resume work Monday
andassuredthemofstateprotection.
The fighting in Yola, is the third
serious outbreak of rioting by the
Maitatsine in the past three years in
which an estimated 4,000 people
have been killed.

1724 Lomas NE
(University & Lomas)
6300 San Mateo NE
(Far North Shopping

Agreement Criticized
BEIRUT. Lebanon- Lebanon's warring factions reached a
"real" cease-fire agreement
Sunday and President Amin
Gemayel will announce the
scrapping of the May 17 accord
with Israel, a government
spokesman said.
Gemayel will meet today with
his caretaker cabinet, which resigned. Feb. 5, and announce his
decision to abrogate the U.S.•
sponsoied troop withdrawal
accorll. with hra.;:l, the spokes-man said.
·.The. cense-fire, aimed at getting rebel mililiamen off tbe
streets sp the "~n line" that
S¢j)arates tbe c;~pitil'l m.ro itsMos·
lem and Cbristian :lt1llves can be
roo(X)ned; took .effe~:t at 10 p.m •.
(3 p.m. EST), the government
spokesman said.
. .
:
The persistent crash of r®ket
and mortar fire and, the steady
clatter of automatic weapon.s that
has kept much of the city awake
the past two nights gave way to
occasional sniper and artillery
fire.
Although the Gemaycl governmimt believes this latest
cease-fire will actually hold, it
decided not to. officially
announce it, the spokesmwrsaid.
..We don't
to announce
the
it
l1~e

doeso't

A politlc;ll spokesman for the
Israeli·backed Lebanese Forces
told the Central News Agency
"the next phase will be the most
dangerous phase in the Lebanese
c.risis ,... with the Phalangists
ready to defend the accord ''with
courage, audacity and responsi·
bility.• "
But.the warning was tempered
by forrnet Pre.sident Camille
ChliiJIIllll'l, he<ld ofthe Christian
Maronites who forma major part
of tbe Lebanese Flltces,
Chart)olin told. stllte·run .Beintt
Television that aft!;ltan extensive
meedng · with Gemayel at the
presidentiil'l palace Sunday even·
ing,. M could .report ..positlve
steps."
..
.
.
Gemayel rnet with French
Foreign Minister Claude Cheys$0n to discuss withdrawal ofthe
French peace~ keeping contingent
in light of Gemayel's two-day
summit in Damascus last week
with Syrian President Hafe~
Assad.
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MOSCOW - Soviet leader
Konstantin Chemenko and millions
of ordinary citizens voted Sunday in
uncontested national elections for
the Supreme Soviet that serves as a
symbol of public support for the
Communist system.
Voters go to the polls once every
five years to elect the I ,500-member
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Supreme Soviet, which is convened
twice a year to give rubber stamp
approval to laws and directives from
the Communist Party's ruling 12man Politburo.
One Soviet citizen told a Western
reporter his countrymen arc proud of
the secret ballot and universal suffrage which they won after the 1917
Bolshevik revolution.
The only way to show disapproval
of the system is not to vote, but
pressure to vote is great and authorities visit or telephone negligent voters and urge them to exercise their
duty.
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Housing Problem Perplexes Many UNM Students

Forum

By Mark Williams

--Commentary--

GSA Election Nigh;
Unusual Job Opens

WHO
SAifl rHfiT ?I

Greatly influencing the role of the president is the highly personalized nature of graduate work. Relationships with professors can become problematic for one reason or another. From academic advisement to employment and recruitment practices, there will be days
when being president feels more like being a grievance officer or
personnel manager.
Making the job easier is the
fact that important issues are
generally narrower and focused:
How can we improve efforts to
bring quality speakers to campus
(and provide them with
appropriate hospitality)? How
are teaching assistants being
trained? Or why don't they receive dental insurance? Why
can't graduate students belong
to the credit union? Should any
warning concerning academic
performance be committed to
paper? Should the GSA consider
developing a Graduate Club in
the newly remodeled Hodgin
Hall?
If any one field of study can be said to have ever dominated GSA it
would be law, This is not currently the case, although the direction
established by last year's president, Dolph Barnhouse, is yet perceivable (and helpful), Currently there is broad representation within the
Council; who knows, we may soon see a medical student as president.
In recent years the role ofthe president has acquired greater definition. Two years ago the GSA president accepted a position in another
state. This action was taken without cunsulting the Council and without offering resignation of her post. The outrage within the Council
led to serious questioning of the nature of the position. Is the president merely a figurehead? Can GSA operate without a president?
Perhaps in over-reaction, the Council lowered the president's pay for
the coming year.lt was subsequently changed to the equivalentofthe
minimum teaching assistant salary.
Through the controversy concerning the role of the president two
aspects became clear, First, the role of the president. is a functional
one. The president is not a figurehead, but a decision-maker. Secondly, though not specified in the constitution, the tradition of placing the
president as chairman of the finance committee is conducive to both
organizational accountability and consistent reflection of the graduate students' needs.
The importance of these two factors can best be explained by
describing the function of the president as analogous to the tip of a
funnel. All information pertinent to the organization should ultimately
pass through the president. In a volunteer organization it cannot be
expected that members will take the time necessary to communicate
their special committee information to other members of the organization. Rather, this information is passed on to the president.
The GSA office is accepting applications for president this month.
Elections will be held April 2 and 5. Think about it.
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By Marie Mound
In early April the graduate student body, some of them anyway, will
elect their next year's president. The position is an unusual one.
Unlike ASUNM, policy, research and projects bear as much or more
importance than the allocation of funds.
Each president can designate objectives and these can differ greatly from year to year. However, a year is seldom enough time to search
out, study and implement a change in policy. Continuity from year to
year is essential to the accomplishment of a single goal. Fortunately
there are always informed Council members who continue year to
year.

by Berke Breathed
r-------=--,

BLOOM COUNTY

----Letters---When Life Begins Not Cultural Issue
Editor:
I have been appalled at the current series of
pro-abortion letters you have been publishing.
One of your readers believes that the point when
life begins is a cultural issue. Being baptized is a
cultural issue. Being circumcized is a cultural
issue. Even birth control, I would say, is a cultural
issue. But the point when life begins? That is a
biological issue not to be argued.
How can one argue with a heartbeat? I was
barely eight weeks pregnant with my son when I
heard his heartbeat. I'm not a doctor, but I don't
doubt that with even more specialized equipment,
the beat could have been detected even earlier.
Another of your readers thinks abortion is no
more than "getting an injection, or stitches, or
having an appendix removed." I daresay, I've never heard my appendix have a heartbeat. Nor have I

ever seen an appendix, in a few short months'
time, grow into something that can breathe,
emote, think, or, at some later date, produce life
itself.
I want to make a generalization here, knowing
very well how dangerous doing something like
that can be. But I find myself doubting that any of
your pro-abortion writers have ever had a child
themselves.
I do not speak on matters concerning things I've
not experienced or about which I know nothing.
Don't try to tell me or anyone else that having an
abortion is good and that life does not begin at the
moment of conception until after you yourself
have heard your own child's heartbeat or seen
your own child born. If you can then destroy that
child, I'll know you can truly practice what you
preach.
Pam Jackson

Transients Put Off Potential Customer
Editor:
I, for one, believe that the transients and drug pushers that
roam Central Avenue are in part
to blame for the poor business
that merchants receive on Central Avenue, and more specifical·
ly, on Harvard Street. The merchants of Central Avenue must
take some of the blame for poor
business also.
Every day I walk down Harvard
to get to UNM, and not a day
goes by that a transient doesn't
try to bum a quarter from me,
And every day, if I'm not
approached by a drug pusher, I
at least see a drug transaction
occurring. Because of the transients and drug pushers in front
of Appetite's, I didn't try to eat
there, although it was an attractive restaurant.
Since the police have been
patrolling the area, the drug
pushers are gone and the transients have found another section of town to bum quarters
from people. The owners of
Appetito's should have called

the police as soon as they saw
transients and drug pushers
harassing potential customers in
front of their restaurant.
Just because there are "street
people" on Telegraph Avenue in
Berkeley, Mr. Smith ( Feb. 29
"Opinion"), doesn't mean they
are welcome there. The people
of Berkeley don't refer to their
city as "Berzerkeley" for nothing.

And, finally, if Mr. Smith had
read the Feb. 27 The Albuquer·
que Tribune, he would have
found out for himself that the
"successful businesses" on Central Avenue consider the transients a problem, and consider
them the cause of the poor reputation of the area.
Gilbert J. Rocha

Charity To Stay at Home
Editor:
Professor Berthold was right in (the Feb. 22 "View from the Bottom") column. The UNM community must be more effective in getting across the message to citizens and legislators that our economic
conditions are no longer tolerable.
As a faculty spouse, I know what I will do between now and the end
ofthe special session of the Legislature (and perhaps beyond). Every
charitable organization that asks me for a contribution will receive
this reply: "Sorry, we're a UNM family, and we can no longer afford to
support community organizations like yours. If you write to your
legislator and ask him to support a pay increase for UNM faculty,
maybe we can contribute next year."
Sorry, all you good people I send money to- Channel 5, the
symphony, the public library, the Police Athletic League, La Campania de Nuestro Teatro- this year, charity stays home.
Cathy Robbins

of UNM students live in Universityrelated housing, which includes dorEditor's Note: This is the first in a mitories, fraternities and married
jh•e-part series on housing ·available student housing.
to University of New Mexico stuTherefore, 20,000 students live
dents.
off campus. Of those 20,000, only
3,000 live within a one-mile radius
Housing is a big issue at the Uni- of the campus. According to various.
versity of New Mexico, if only be- University studies, UNM is a comcause 22,000 students need a place muter campus, which poses probto live. While all universities and lems in transportation costs, onuniversity towns have to handle campus entertainment and organizhousing problems, the situation here ing students.
is unique for a variety of reasons.
But a study presented in an issue
There isn't room for students to of the National Association of
live on campus. Less thanJO percent Women Deans Administration

Counsl•lor' s Journal casts a different light on the problems confronting commuter campuses.
The study found that nonresidential (off-campus) students
tend to have less money, get lower
grades and work longer hours than
residential students.
The January 1984 report of

Selected Indicators 011 Studems said
ther~ is a tendency to regard com-

mutmg students as Jess committed to
their studies because of lower average hours and higher levels of withdrawal and re-entry. The report also

Media in Central America Examined
By Maria DeVarenne
"Most of the media won't be obedient to the United States government on the Central American issue
because the people involved with the
media now grew up with Vietnam,"
said the Pacific News Service's
chief editor.
Alexandra Close and colleague
Franz Shirman discussed media
coverage of Central America and the
similarities between Central America and Vietnam at the University of
New Mexico Latin American Institute Friday.
Close said the press is not supportive of the United Stales' involvement in Central America.
She said a PNS survey found that
43 newspaper editors were against
U.S. involvement, but the editors
surveyed advocated a multilateral
approach to solving problems in
Central America.
"Independent investigations are
uniformly critical of the government. Not just large newspapers but
also little papers,'' Close said.
The Hearst newspaper chain sent
18 reporters to Central America to
cover the conflicts. Close said, "It's
a conservative paper, but the findings of the series was very critical of
the United States' government involvement."
Close said the sense of Hispanic
traits and religion in the United
States created a public interest in
Central America.
She said, "Three years ago, the
bodies of four American religious
women being dug up on television
drove home the message,
Close said the public's mind has
been .numbed due to the horror
stories.
She said the media needs to break
through the numbness in order to
deal with the challenge of bringing
the problem home with the necessary emergency and intensity.
"The challenge is to think of new

ways to bring the story home in a
fresh new way to make the public
think,'' she said.
"Changes in media coverage
should stress the social, cultural, human interest perspective."
She said the press should look at
Central America's ecological or
biological view and show the genetic diversity.
Close said stories of hope- people finding ways to work around
their dilemma - could also help
educate the American public and
break through the numbness.
"The horror of Vietnam can repeat itself in Central America, but
the public doesn't know which side
we're backing politically according
to the polls," Close said.
Shirman, PNS editor and history
and sociology professor at the University of California, said, "I'm not
predicting, and God forbid ifit does,
but there's a possibility of history
repeating itself.
"In the late 1950s, there was a
general sense that all of Southeast
Asia would become red, A fear that
gradually spread."
A similar fear is beginning because of the conflicts in Central
America, Shirman said.
American advisers rose to 1,600

in Vietnam by 1963, and the number
of advisers in Central America since
1981 has continually grown, he
said.
He said that in 1963, two key
issues were the viability of the South
Vietnamese government and army.
Shirnmn said, "Both the government and the army were coming
apart.
"In the last four or five months,
talk has surfaced that the El Savadorian army isn't doing well, and the
state of the El Savadorian government is not in the best of health."
He said there is a general sense
that the whole region is falling under

a government hostile to the United
States.
In 1964, Shirn1an said, the beginning of an air war started in Vietnam- "not ground intervention,
but stepped-up naval and air support
by the United States," Shirman
said.
He said an air war has started in
Central America. "It is very slow,
but there is aerial action.
"The subject of intervention is
not just whether or not American
boys are going to be sent down there
!o stand on the ground and tight, but
tt can also be a naval and air intervention,"

said commuters tend to work longer
hours.
Whether speculation on the commitment of comnmtcr students is
valid, these reports illustrate the importance of housing for a commuter
campus.

First of a
Five-Part Series

Although it is not unique to
UNM, another factor affects the
housing situation. More than half
the students arc over 24.4 years of
age. The report Selected Indicators
on Students states, "If iidult cducil·
tion is defined as being for persons
over 25 or 30, UNM is already into
that field in a big way."
What this means for housing is
that students are not kids. No specific figures are available on how
many students live at home with
their parents, but if their age is any
indicator, not many do.
And while more and more students live independently off campus, a smaller percentage of places
are available to rent. A recent Albuqru•rque Journal article stated thnt
about I percent of the city's apartments are vacant, a figure far below
national average.

Another factor makes tindir.;; in·
expensive and secure housing even
more important for many of the stu·
dents at UNM - the cost, quality
and location of housing appear more
important to University and women
students.
Women comprise almost 50 percent of UNM students. UNM leads
the nation by about two years in
heading toward equality in registraThe reports indicate that commuttion between the sexes. At various ing students share rent more often,
times, UNM women have outnum- work longer hours to pay rent andbered men in some colleges and par- transportation costs and adjust to
ticularly as non-degree students.
scheduling problems inherent to livAs a result, about 10,000 women ing off campus and working long
students need to find off-campus hours.
housing, with unequal pay (60 percent of men's), as single heads of
It is perhaps no coincidence that
households (more than 90 percent for the first time, UNM 's dornlitorare women) and with safety prob- ies are filled to capacity. Tuesday's
lems unique to women as the recent article will take at look at UNM's
spate of crimes against women on-campus housing - its attracattests.
tions, problems and future,

Minority Vendors Focus of Convention
The University of New Mexico
will co-sponsor a trade fair, luncheon and seminars Tuesday and
Wednesday as part of "Partners for
Progress III'' at the Albuquerque
Convention Center~
The events are designed to improve the business management
skills of minority vendors and to in-
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traduce these suppliers and their
products to corporation and government agency buyers.
Other sponsors include the New
Mexico Minority Supplier Development Council, the Purchasing Management Association of New Mexico and the Small Business Administration.

Seminar topics will include cost
analysis, business communications
and negotiations. Speakers will include Charles Rhodes of the Aluminum Co. of America, Benjamin
Jones of the National Minority Supplier Development Council, Phillip
Sussman, Virginia Reva and
Charles Becknell.
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HOMECOMING
What Do You Think?

_.

Homecoming this year Is scheduled tor the week of October 8th. The UNM
Alumni Association would like to get student input on the Homecoming process. Please fill out the following form and drop it off at the Information Booth in
the SUB or return it to the Alumni Office in Hodgin Hall. We think your opinions
are important and urge you to help us make Homecoming an event to
remember for students as well as Alums.

Class Ye<Jr

Do you live on campus?

oH campus?

In which campus/student organizations are you active?
Have you ever participated in any Homecoming activities?

I ::v::e~er
I
I :.n:~·H::::::;:e.:::d::~:::?

voted far a RoyoHy candidate?

~

II

Why/Why nat?

worthwhile?

Which ones do

vou -

•
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I
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1
1
1
1
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I
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are not?

Is there anything you would add to the Homecoming program that is not
presently offered?
Other comment.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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UNM's Nuclear Reactor Gives Students ~Exposure'
By

l'atrida Gahhett

I I' you want to he

il nucl~ar

en"
gmc~r. New Mexico h the place til
be. Thi~ uranium-ril'h qute has
"mon.• nucl<.mr scientist~ per SlJUarc
nulc than nny place cbc in the
world," said a University of New
Mexico professor.
And Mudcnts :n UNM's nuclear
cnginct:ring dcpurtm~:nt probably
get more exposure to nuclear rcac·
tors ! no pun intended) than at any
other university. suid Craig Robert·
son, UNM chemical and nuclear en·
gincering professor.
The Farris Engineering Center
has housed a small nuclear reactor
for teaching and research since
1965, Robertson said, but UNM
didn't have an undergraduate nuc.
lear engineering program until
1980.

Corl',cqUl'lltly. "quit•· a number"
ol the 'tudcnh wiHlJninl'd tlw !!radu
ate program were Irom out or 'tate.
Robcltson '>Hid.

Now, he said the opportunity to
stay in New M~:xico anti work at
such firms as Sandia or Lm Alamos
National Laboratories b good for the
20 or so undergraduates in UNM's
program.
•·we simulate the NRC (Nuclear
Regulatory Commission) exam in
our reactor lab cltrss." Robertson
said, "so our graduates ~>houltl con·
ccivnbly be able to walk out of here
and get jobs as reactor llperutnrs.
"That's the way it should be," he
said. "A state university should pre·
pare its students for in-state jobs."
UNM 's reactor contains 700
grams of 20 percent-enriched uru·
nium oxide, Robertson said, "less

Robertson said that while he
"can't disclose" details about the
security around UNM 's reactor,
there's no need to worry about
someone infiltrating it and stealing
fuel for explosives.

j
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The intruders would first have to
get into the laboratory itself. "The
security is such that if someone who
wasn't supposed to walked even into
the lab, police would surround the
building in minutes," Robertson
said.

...
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than tlw amount reytmcd to make a
bomb."
In ftu:t. he satd. the rea,·tor's over·
all powc'r is about five watts "~ only
enough to power u small tla~hlight.
Robcrt,on ~:omparcd a reactor's
operation to a mnt~.:h and pile of
wood. "You light a pile or wood
with a mat~:h. Take the match away.
and the wood keeps burning," he
said.
"With a reactor, the match i> a
neutron source. The neutrons in·
tcract with the uranium and start a
fission process. You take away the
neutron source, and the fission pro·
cess is self-sustaining," Robertson
said.
The fission process is what pro·
duces energy, he said. UNM's reactor energy is not used. In a regular
reactor, the energy heats a coolant,
usually water. ''The water is then
turned into steam, at which point the
reactor becomes a conventional
power station."

'.' ....,••..'· :'11;;.
' . ·!...·
,. ,,._ ;4.>"._

He knows, because he did it once,
much to his own embarrassment.
"I was thinking about something
else, and I just walked in here, and
the next thing I knew. police had
surrounded the place," he said.

By Steve Shoup
The prevalence of cooler heads
and compromise during the upcom·
ing special session of the state
Legislature was an oftcn-repeuted
theme at a forum Friday attended by
members of both houses and parties.
Speaking before a crowd of about
100 people at the Palo Duro Senior
Center. Senate minority leader Joe
Mercer, R-Bernalillo, said he was
optimistic about greater cooperation
in the session, set to begin Friday.
"After two or three days (of the
spec1al session) go by, I think we 'II
Alaxandrla King

Dr. Craig Robertson checks out the control panel to the nuclear reactor.
Terrorists would have to get to the
reactor's core, Robertson said,
where the fuel is stored. To do this,
they would have to take the top off
the reactor, which in itself would be
chore.
"When we do it, it takes ubout 15
to 20 minutes with two people,"
Robertson said.
The core is surrounded by
graphite, lead, a large tank of water
and then a concrete shield, he said.
If would-be reactor robbers could
manage to get through all that, the
emitting radiation is something they
"wouldn't want to mess with."
Robertson said.
''When we take the reactor top off
in class, we don't run it for two or
three weeks beforehand because of
the radiation," he said.
After a few weeks, Robertson
said, the radiation dies down to a
safe level.
Usually every spring. students go
to Sandia Labs at Kirtland Air Force

Base to use an annular core reactor
or SPR ll or III reactor, Robertson
said.
"It costs Sandia about $15,000
for them to run these for us. They've
been very good about it," he said.
Students also go to Los Alamos
Labs for these hands-on experiments. Robertson said, "The stu·
dents don't operate the reactors,
they just control the experiments.
The operators tell them what to do.··
UNM's program allows students
to go from working with ''a very
simple reactor to almost the most
modern you can work with,"
Robertson said. "They get a lot of
exposure.''
He said there arc about 25 fulltime and 25 part-time students in the
nuclear engineering graduate
program.
Robertson came to UNM from the
University of Michigan in 1978. He
also coaches UNM's men's soccer
team.

UNM Chess: Club meets Monday and Friday from
6 10 9 p.m. In th~ SUB, Room 2li·E. Everyone Is
Jn'oited. More information is available: at 242·6624.

Tuesday's Events

I
Europtan Studlet CommiUM presents Yasmine:
Ergas from the University of D1rl, Jtaly, and the
Pembroke Center for n><hing and Research on

Wahlen

UNM Raequolball Club will meet al 5:30 p.m.
upsta.irs in the s.oulh·end fitudy of the SUB, second
floor. More information is a\.'ailab1c at 265·0089 or
217·2007.

Alexandria King

UNM Walorpolo Club will m<el from 11o 9 p.m.
Monday lhroush Friday at the olympiC pooL
Evet)"onc welcome. More Information is a\lailablc at
881·30)6.

Chemical and nuclear engineering Professor Craig Robertson
stands atop UNM's nuclear reactor in the Farris Engineering
Center.

~~

Drown University, speaking on

11

The

Disintegrath·e Revolution: WeUare Polities and

Today's Events

lnlemtllonal Ctaler invites e11eryone to hue Iutu:h
in Egypt at the lntcrnalional Center fro111 J I::ID a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. Menu; Root and Kofla (rke and
mtalball•l and Haren (des!ert). More informalion Is
a•ailablc•l277·2~46.

Alph Ph~Omra• will hn1·e a mmlng al6:30 p.m.
at the: SUB In Room 230. Della Tau chapter of APO
whl haiJe an executive meeting 1~ 6:15 p,m. w1th the
s~ion 41 leader before the regular meetfng begins,
More infonnation iJ.8\'aitob1e at24l·8375.

1f you can't make It please <all an oWccr, More
lnrormallonlsavailable 11277-4271.

UNM Rainbow C'oallllon mect.J a.l4 p.m. Mondays
nlthc Chicann Student Services~ More information Is
available at21N020.

aleohotll:l only a1 noon Tuesdays and Thursdays al

SaiKtuary Group bo1ds a c:lmcd AA meeting for
alcoholiC5 only at 8 p.m. Mondays at the Newman
Center. 1815 Las Lomas N.E. Mo;e information Is
available al247-1094.

UNIII t'oaelnl Club will mc.:t at 7 p.m. Tuesday
1nd Thursday nlghu al 7 p.m • .in Carlisle Oyrn·
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FREE VALVOLINE GIFT PACK!
The first 100 people who bring in. this coupon before 3/18/84
will receive a Free Yalll!)line Gift Pack worth $8.00.

VIRAG& ··LAPS- $1.25 EACH
Thlt coupon entitles the bearer to purchase Virage laps for
$1.25 each -no limit. Must have a valid drivers license and current college I.D. card. First time drivers must purchase a
Malibu Grand Pri• photo racing license for a one time fee of
$2.50, Coupon expires 3119/84.
PLU 124~~
ALBUQUERQUE
4865 Pan American
(505) 345-1384
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Professor Vera John-Stciner of
the College of Education said
women in her college have worn
black am1bands as an expression of
the frustration they feel within
education.
"It was women's concerns with
connectedness and community that
spurred this conference, and it is the
support of women that makes pro·
fessorships for women possible at
UNM," she said.

"Open' Saturdays"

Deadline:
1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
Marron Hall Room 131
(between hio)Qgy and journnlism buildings)

Open 8:UU a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Monday through Friday

..

FORT WORTH. Texas (UP[) Police Sunday were looking for a
formerly hungry robber who took a
IS-ounce can of beans at gunpoint
from a Methodist church charity
project.
Stephen Kenedy, building host at
the First United Methodist Church
downtown, said the man arrived
Saturday on the wrong day for the
church's food giveaway, but considering the gun and all, Kenerly
made allowances.
"I had the front doors propped
open, and a man came in and said,
'A man told me I could get some
food here,"' Kenerly said.
The church feeds about 40 fami·

lies a week through a county program, and has for about three years,
assistant pastor Bayard Pratt said.
But not on weekends.
"l explained to him that we don't
give away food on weekends, and he
said again, •Well, a man told me I
could get some food here."'
The argument was settled in favor
of the visitor when he drew a small
pistol from his pocket and leveled it
at Kcnerly.
"He looked at the boxes and took
one can of beans, then slipped out
the door sideways, keeping the gun
pointed at me," he said.
A police spokesman said Sunday
they had made no arrests in the case.

David Cr~ne, the Boston planner/architect who designed Sadat
City in Egypt, will be the $peaker
for the sixth Monday Lecture
Series sponsored by the Universi·
ty of New Mexico School of
Architecture and Planning.
The free lecture, "The .Public/
Private Art of City Building,"
will be 5:30 p.in. today at the
Student Union Building TI1eater
on UNM's n1ain campus.
.

M·an Settles
Out of Court
For $35,000
ALBUQUERQUE <UPI)Suits filed by a Dallas man who
claimed he spent 54 days in the citycounty jail with no action in his case
have been settled out of court with
the payment of $35,000.
Emery Cobb had filed suits in
state and federal courts, alleging his
civil rights were violated when he
was wrongfully detained in lute
1981 and early 1982.
Cobb's lawyer, Jeffrey Dempsey,
said the settlement called for a
$21,000 payment by the jail.
$10,500 by the city and $1,500 by
the public defender's office. It involved no admission of liability by
the defendants, he said.
The state suit said Cobb was
arrested Dec. 4, 1981, without probable cause or a warrant and booked
into jail. He was not released until
Jan. 27, 1982, when he found his car
and most of his belongings missing.
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The Court's opinion states that
federal funds cannot be withheld
from an entire institution because of
sex discrimination within one of its
departments - only funds to that
department may be withheld.
ln practicality, Scales said, compliance with Title IX may be uncn·
forceable within any depanment not
receiving federal funds.
Glaser said because of the recent
acti<>n of the Supreme Court,
women must continue to support
each other. She said women in the
lower ranks have done a good job of
mulual support, but women in more
powerful positions are relatively
new and they, too, need the support
of a network of women.

Another key figure in the budget
budget acceptable to both house,.
The budget, ,•xpected to contain tui· debate, Rep. Fred Luna. Dtion hikes and university employee McKinlcy, said he agreed· 'there are
pay raises, will be a major issue in some nreas of state government that
should be looked at,'' but cautioned
the special session.
But conservatives will try to set a that cutting HED and the Health and
budget within expected revenues Human Services department may
and continue to push forreduction in endanger their ability to function.
state government spending, Mercer
Rep. Ted Asbury. D-I3emalillo,
said. One way of cutting spending urged citizens to put pressure on
would he to cut down on the number their lawmakers to get a budget hill
of state employees through retire- passed.
ment and resignation, he said.
"We need to get bills important to
Mercer said figures from govern- the daily operations of the state of
ments in a I 0-state region show that New Mexico and need to make sure
New Mexico has 8,000 more state they get appropriated. Wc need to
employees than average. A cut of get a (budget) bill out, and we can't
200 to 300 employees a year through horse around doing it any more,"
attrition could save millions of dol- Asbury said.
lars, he said.
Rep. Linn Tytler, R·Bemalillo.
The lO state figures also show that said tempers flared at the regular
New Mexico employees arc paid session, and the "cooling off
$1,690 below average, Mercer said. period'' between then and the begin·
The conservative coalition hopes to ning of the special session should
raise wages and "cut out the dead help the development of compromwood," he said.
ises.
Mercer singled out the Health and
Tytler said, "We have been call·
and Environment Department, ing our fellow legislators, trying to
saying it spent $28 million and em· find a way to reach 11 compromise
played 2,000 more workers over the that I'm very, very sure we 'II
regional average.
reach."

• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

nasium.
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Daily Lobo
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Advertising
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Title IX of the education amend·
mcnts of 1972 has had a positive
impact on the attitudes with which
women are treated, she said. A re·
cent opinion handed down by the
U.S. Supreme Court, however, is a
tremendous setback for women's
rights, she said.

the Newman Center. More inrormatlon is available at
247-1094.

For Further Detalla 2n-S&S6
131 M1rron Hall

MALIBU

continued from page 1
commission a study on "compara·
ble worth." She said the investiga·
tion is in progress, but a report has
not been published.
Speaking from the audience,
Tasia Young, director of the New
Mexico Commission on the Status
of Women, said the 1984 Legisla·
ture failed to pass a pay-equity proposal for state workers during its reg·
ular session.
Scales said the pay equity issue
will probably have to be settled in
the couns. She said it is unfortunate
there are so few alternatives to litiga·
tion and that mediation could reduce
the destructive aspects involved in
court battles.
Dean of Student~ Karen Glaser
presented statistics on salary gaps
between men and women within the
same job grade.

Sanctuary Group holds a dosed AA meeting (or

Daily Lobo Display Advertising

see some serious efforts at rnmprnmise," Mercer said.
When asked later what compromises his party might make, he replied, "There is still the possibility
of a tax increase. We may compromise with the House on that."
Mercer was part of a Senate coalition of 19 Republicans and four
Democrats that voted to kill a tax bill
passed by the House during the regular session. Gov. Toney Anaya had
pushed for a $173 million tax increase to fund his education proposals.
Legislators have yet to pass a state

Discrimination--

Spun will meetat7:30 p.m. intheSUBRoom2S3.

Emcrs:in& Collective Jdentitles, The Cue of Women•'
at 4 p.m. at the Jnternalional Center. More ina
fQrnialion is available at 2.77~8803.
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Legislators Optimistic for Special Session
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OPEN
MONDAY· FRIDAY
IAM·9PM
SATURDAY lOAM·4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT,
A little harder to find but worth it. ;J
277·5031

Budweiser/Leisure Semces Player of the Week
This week's Budwelser/UrtM Leisure Services Player of the Week Is
Jeanette f'. Romero. Jeanette, a senior llnvlronmental Design m~or
trom Santa re, was chqsen for her enthusiastic participation .In the
Leisure Services Noon Hour Aerobic Dance Program. Jeanette says
she participates In the Leisure Services Aerobic Dance Progr11m
because, "It makes me feel better physically and helps release the
stress which builds up Inside me durng classes." Once again, our
congratulations to Jeanette r. Romero, this week's Budwelser/UrtM
Leisure Services Player of the Week.

Arts

Arts
Pretenders, Alarm Firmly Believe in Their Audiences

Some have labek·d her ;1 poet
while others cull her u gifted songwriter, but wlmtevcr the title used to
describe Chris,ic Hyndc, there's no
doubt that she is an 11rtist.
/\ml when she brings her vocals,
h:1ckcd by talented musici;tn>. to
Tingley Coliseum Mardt IJ, fans
will he able to enjoy - - artcr a long
awaited period -· thl' urunhtakablc
sound\ of the Pretenders.
A lot hus happened to Hyndc and
the Pret~ndcrs in the two years since
their popular album Pretender.\· ll
was

bUild Itsclt from scratch, a sort o1
scratch.'' Hynde told New Muo~ical
Expre.u mag11zine "It certainly is
the way that I feel at this point of my
life, speaking personally."
The original Pretenders was
formed in the spring or 1978 when
farndon, Honeyman-Scott and
Hynde released the debut single
"Stop Your Sobbing," which soon
hit th? charts.
•
Ohto-bom Hynde and her group
successfully toured the United Kingdom in 1979 and released the hit
singles "Kid" and "Brass in Pockct.'' Soon afterward, in January
19BO, their debut album. Pretenders, entered the No. I slot of the
British album charts.
The album brought the group to
America, and more hit songs, "Talk
of the Town" and "Message of
Love," were released.
When Pretenders 1/ was released
in August l 9Bl, the Pretenders was
established as one of the top bands in
rock 'n' roll, releasing another single, "1 Go to Sleep,'' and touring all
over the world including Japan, Australia. Hong Kong, New Zealand
and finishing in Thailand in April
1982.
Tickets for the Pretenders/Alarm
concert arc $11.10 at Giant ticket
outlets.

drowned in his hath, hb sleep induced by heroin.
By this time it was the middle ol
198:1 - five years since the hund's
almost ovcrn ight ~uccess - anti
time for Hyndc to get hack on her
feet.
She gave birth to a little girl,
whom she named Nat;tlie. She performed at the US festival in May
l9H3, with drummer Martin Chambers and two new musicians ~ Rob
Mcintosh, guitarist formerly of
Night, and Malcohn Foster. bassist
formerly of the Foster Brothers.
They returned to the studio to record the hit single '"Back on the
Chain Gang" and the recently released album Learning to Crawl.
The album is appropriately titled,
not only because of the influence
Hyndc's daughter-- who has just
learned to crawl -- has had on her
life, hut also because the hand itself
is beginning again.
"The band has pretty much had to

relcu~ed.

Bass player Pete Famdon left the
band. Hynde t(mnd out .\he was pregnant with the child of Kinks' lead
singer Ray Davies und Pretenders'
guitarist nnd founding member
James Honeyman-Scutt died in a
dntg·rclated cnr accident
A few months later. Farnd(lll also
di~d in a drul!-rclatcd ll<'ndt•nr

· -··-·---·-~-~-Piths to Love
For the paths to love are many
as are the roads of friendship
and ii' you should journey on any
I hope you have a pleasant trip
May you look always to the horizan
for your rainbow shall be there
and as you gain strength from the :~un
pleas" :remember; for you, I do care
I can not give you friendship
~thout a portion of ~ heart
but be you not ready for this trip
then it is I 11ho shall part
If we follow different trails, you and I
where life granted only a chance meeting
and be your time have come to walk on by
I thank you !or a moments pleasant greeting
But, if ever you find along the way
a burden too much fer you to bear
a simple smile need all you say
as I would be more tluln happy to share
.
I lulve 11alked many a road to friendships
and a few caring paths of love
but the memory most often from ~ lips
1--=..lulll be the one in which you are of.

l~I
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The Pretenders: (left to right) Martin Chambers, Chrissie
Hynde, Rob Macintosh and Malcom Foster.

Alarm's Present Tour Sounding Good

I

i

I

The Alarm: (left to right) Dave Sharp, Nigei Twist, Mike Peters and Eddie MacDonald.
By Johanna King

When the Alann came to New
Mexico about six months ago, the
band was in the process of breaking
into the American popular music
scene.
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There's a phrase that became
popular this summer for describing
movics. It was used for FlasiJdcmce
and again for Staying Alive but disappeared with the onslaught of winter and Christmas releases.
But the release of Footloose has
brought the phrase back, and even
my editor is using it.
"The dancing was good," she
said. a> if th:tt summed up the
movie.
Well, actually it does.
Foofioose. is the story of a bigcity teenager - into dancing and
rm:k 'n' roll-~ transplanted to a lit• tic farm town where both activities
are banned. The conflict - and
basis for the film - arises when he
tries to get the tllWn to change its
policies.
Although several strong statements arc made throughout the
mo,·ic. as well as strong visual images to support them. they arc few
and far between.
Most of the cinematography is
weak. as in the opening scene with
John Lithgow portraying the smalltown minister giving the Sunday sermon. In the scene, the viewer gets
the impression it is an average town,
with average people.
But a town where popular mu~ie
and dancing has been bunned is not
average.
For laws of this kind to be enforced, the citizens would have to be
more charismatic and demanding.
Lithgow and the rest of the township
come across as being too meek for
this kind of action.
In several scenes, inhabitants of
the town bum books in an attempt to
rid their children of comiption Hcrl'

continued from page s
through the audience."
Peters and MacDonald grew up
together in the small town of Rhyl
and met Sharp and Twist when they
were all in their mid-teens. All four
"loved music intensely," Peters recalled, and had been in various
groups that "never got anywhere."
About 21h years ago, the four
friends joined forces and fonncd the
Alarm. "When the Alarm got
together we all felt there was something special," Peters said.
The band members were - and
still arc - ambitious and optimistic, but patience was a virtue they did
not possess, forcing them to find
short-cut ways to record their music.
After earning money "working at
fairs and behind bars:· the AI ann
recorded a single. Peters said they
rejected the idea of making a demo
because clubs, agents and record
companies receive thousands of
them.
"Unsafe Building"t"Up for
Murder" was released, and all
2,000 pressed copies were sold.
After they raised enough money,
the group found its way out of "older generation" Rhyl and, because of
what Peters called "pace with integrity," were soon on the road to
success.
"We got a flat irt London," Peters said, and the band was soon
touring the country with U2, The
Beat and The Jatn.
The U2 tour crossed the ocean to
the United States, and the Alarm
soon earned a reputation in its own
right.
It was this tour that brought the
AI ann national attention, giving critics and pop fans .alike a chance to
view these baby-faced men with
their untamed hairstyles and newwave clothing.
"TheU2 tour gave us our initial
start," Peters said, but added that
along with it came some misconceptions.
For example, the Alarm's
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During its summer tour. the Fourman group from the United King·
dom set goals for itself. Among
these, said Alarm guitarist Dave
Sharp during a September interview
with the Dail~· Lobo, were getting
established as a good band, developing ll loyal following, releasing an
album and doing some intense touring, perhaps with a popular, reputable band like the Pretenders.
When the Alarm returns to New
Mexico - opening the show for the
Pretenders on March 13- its
members can hold their heads high.
Not only did they reach their destinations, but they did so in a respectable manner.
Since its performance at Isleta
Lake during the Labor Day holiday,
the Alann has toured the United
States and Great Britian extensively- as both an opening act and
headliner - pleasing old farts and
creating new ones.
Lead vocalist Mike Peters said in
a rccellt phone interview that the
Alarm has been drawing thousands
of fans tl) its concerts and, on the
Pretenders tour. has answered encores every ni[!ht.

"That's unusual for a warm-up
band," he proudly added.
What are pop-music fans finding
so attractive about this ytiung band?
Perhaps it's the group's distiguishablc acoustic sound or its political,
forceful lyrics. But Peters said it has
a lot to do with the! bond the four
band members feel for each other
and for their audience.
"We firmly believe in our audi.cnce, ''Peters said. "A concert is 50
percent band. 50 percent audience.
If both give 100 percent, we're
going to get 200 percent at each conccrt."
Peters, Sharp, bassist Eddie MacDonald and drummer Nigel Twist
have been friends for a long time,
and Peters said this contributes to the
band's sound and the energy it
generates on stngc.
"We're mostly concerned with
happiness and with the friendship
between the four of us." Peters remarked.
"The love we have for cnch other
is the Alarm's special ingredient.
People can feel this, and it spreads

continued on page 9
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minister's daughter and the obvious
difficulty of living in such a backward, narrow-minded town.
But the movie isn't a total waste.
Several strong statements are made
about youth and relationships.

. Footlo_ose also gives misleading
For example, in the movie Bacon
mformati(m and leaves the viewer befriends Christopher Penn and
asking too many questions, as with teaches him how to dance. It seems
the .lead character, portrayed by impossible, but through patience
Kevm Bacon, and his relationship and understanding Bacon accomwith his father.
plishes the task- something
everyone
can Jcam from.
The viewer is led to believe the
man has died, but it isn't until much
Footloose also looks at music and
later one realizes the father ha; de- what an important part it plays in so
serted his family.
many young people's lives. In a
scene
where Bacon is trying to conThis is further complicated by not
vince
the
town council to allow the
fully developing the connection between the loss of his father and senior class to have a dance, he tells
Bacon's obsession with music and them music and dancing is his way
of celebrating life, quoting the Bible
dancing.
to make his point.

fls'"lfmoyiel
LlLJlRevtewJ

There are also several scenes in
which the visual imagery effectively
illustrates the frustrations, anger and
boredom that young people sometimes feel.

Another area left to be speculated
upon is how the death of the
Jn one rare occasion when Singer
preacher's son sparked the banning gives a noteworthy performance,
of music and dancing.
she stands screaming in front of a
The boy and several others were train until Bacon pushes her out of
killed in a car accident while playing the way.
"chicken" on an old bridge. It is
Another scene involves Bacon
briefly mentioned that the teenagers
had been listening to music when it and best represents the soul of
happened - but really not enough youth. At school, Bacon is set up for
a drug bust. Angered, he drives to a
to cause such Jaws.
warehouse and gets rid of his rage by
Although Bacon gives a strong dancing - running up and down
performance, it is diminished by
Lori Singer's portrayal of the minis- the stairs and rafters. beating his
ter's daughter. Singer never re;~lly hands against the walls and stamptakes her ch;~racter beyond the ing his feet on the ground. Toward
the end of the dance, he swin)!s on a
stereotypic<~l problems of being a
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Pretendei's Overcoming Misfortunes
By .Johanna King

tl Footloose Fails To Get Its Message Across

lyrics - like those of U2, .Big
Country and other politically-based
groups - possess ideas about the
world condition. But unlike other
political groups, Peters said the
Alann does not take sides or try to
divide people.
"We deal with the politics of the
individual," he said. "The inner
struggle to survive as an individual.
We want people to feel wanted, to
give them an aim in life. Our music
is political in the sense that it moti·
vates people."
Peters added that the Alarm's
lyrics are reflective of its members'
own personal feelings. He said
everyone has a personal struggle,
and the band's is dealing with
stamping its name on the music
world.
The Alann. said Peters, has found
touring with the Pretenders a very
exhilarating experience. Although
the two bands' music differs, he said
they both put an emphasis on the
importance of the audience.
"Our music is different, but our
integrity is not that different," Peters explained. "Chrissie Hynde
(lead vocalist for the Pretenders)
finnly believes in her audience, and
so docs the Alann."
With the release ofits first album,
Declaration, Peters said the band
now has a solid foundation to build
on. "We plan to be together a long
time making good tnusic."
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Kevin Bacon stars as the hassled new kid in town who
embarks on a romance with the free-spirited Lori Singer in
Paramount Pictures' Footloose, a contemporary drama with
music.
chain from the top of the warehouse- soaring like a bird.
There is a time .in everyone"'> life
when they would like nothing better
than to free their emotions in this
way.
And yes, "the dancing is good."
Bacon went through gymnastic
training to get into shape for the
dance scenes. The soundtrack is also
superb - featuring songs by Kennv

[InI\ Popejoy Ball

Loggins and Sammy Hagar ~ and
uses some fine guitar licks to en' hanc:c the dramatic scenes usually
rc~crvcd for violin'i and (1rg1ms
Footloose is disappointing because it has great potential. Unf(>rtU·
nately. the producers believed thcv
could pull off another choreographed box office hit like f'lashdallce and completely ignored the
artistic endeavors this film needs to
really succeed.

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

The Cultural Program Commlttee
The Assodated Students and
Popejoy Hall Present

The Lusty, Gutsy, Sensational
(See TIME, NEWSWEEK. Febroary 6 isJ1tesJ
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TWYLATHARP
DANCE THEATER
Tuesday March 6., 8:15 PM (Subscriber Night)
(Only 200 seats in balcony remain)

Wednesday March 7., 8:15 PM (Extra Perfonnance)
(Prime seats si:ill1 but going fast)

Buy Now and A void Disappointment
Students, Faculty, Staff: $8.00, S7.00, 85.50
(Limit 2 per University lD. at these prices)
Box Office HoiUS:
Monday through Friday to AM • 5:30PM
Saturday: Noon - 4 PM

Telephone 277-3121
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Sports
BYU Gets Second Place
With Victory Over Lobos
By Jim Wiesen
Brigham Young's Devin Durrant
and Brett Applegate combined for
55 points Saturday, sparking the
Cougars to an 80-73 victory over the
New Mexico Lobos in Provo.
The Cougar duo displayed one of
the better offensive performances
New Mexico has come up against
this season. Durrant, the nation's
second-leading scorer, was 14 of 19
from the field and finished the game
with 34 points. Applegate hit 9-11 of
his field goals and ended the game
with 21 points.
The duo's hot hands rubbed off on
the other Cougar players. BYU shot
56.7 percent from the field in the
first half and finished the game at
63.3 percent rate from the field.
Despite the Cougar offensive
thrust. New Mexico. shooting 5 L 7
percent from the field. threatened to
upset the Cougars throughout the
game and claim a second-place
Western Athletic Conference position.
The Lobos fell behind by as many
as 14 points with 5:45 left in the
game. 66-52. but battled back to
within five with about a minute remaining.

R1kki Reich

The UNM Brujos defeated the Franklin Mountain rugby club of El Paso in Saturday's match,
15·6.

Westerberg. who won the 200-yard
individual medlcv and the 400-vard
New Mexico's ~wim team left for individual medley.
the Wc;tern Athletic Conference
Cruickshank's times in both the
champion~hip~ as just another tc;mt
500 and 1.650 freestyle qualified
expected to finish in the middle of him for the NCAA Championships.
the pack hut came home as the major as did Wc.~tcrbcrg's time in the 400
dtallengcr to Hawaii's supremacy in individual medley.
th.: conference.
Lobo Jim Lindell finishcu second
The L<lhos finished second in the in both the I00- and 200-yard breastmeet wtth a team sc<lre of 357 srokc events.
points. Hawaii won the meet with
Lobos taking thirds were Pat
449.5 points. Brigham Young Wrynn in the 50-yard freestyle and
finished third with 300.5. Utah wa~ Kurt Burgeson in three-meter diI(JUnh at 296. followed bv Wvum- ving.
mg. Air Force <md San Diego State.
Cruickshank. Westerberg, Hakan
Individual winners for New Mex- Jonsson and Gene Defoe combined
ico were Duncan Cruickshank. who for a third-place finish in the ROOwon the 500-vard frecstvlc and the yard freestyle relay. New Mexico
1.650-yard t'rcestylc. and Gordy also took third in the 400-yard mcd·

Icy relay \~llh Joe Vrudny. Curt
Jenkins, Lindell and Dafoe.
Lobo Coach Bill Spahn was also
named coach of the year by his peers
at the meet.
"This is the best performance by
aNew Mexico swim team in !Oor II
years," Spahn said .
"We have a great group of guys.
We're a close team, and we were the
most spirited team at the meet.
"We moved up a lot. We were
supposed to come in fourth, so we
surprised some people." he said.
Spahn said team captains Mike
Yolk and Dafoe had a major influence on the team's second-place finish. "Gene and Mike really kept the
team together and the morale up.
They are the best two captains I've
ever had," he said.
New Mexico had people score in
every event. "It was a good, solid
effort by everyone,·· Spahn said.
"We didn't have the depth to stay
with Hawaii, but we had them worried until the last day of the meet,"
he said. "Now we have to go out and
recruit, get some depth and beat
Hawaii next year."

Dally Lobo
Classified Ads
Get Results
131 Marron Hall
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The BYU contest was the last regular season game for the Lobos, I06 in the Western Athletic Conference and 22-9 on the season. The
22-9 season record is New Mexico's
best since 1977-1978 when it
finished with a 24-4 record.
New Mexico clinched third place
in the WAC after beating Utah
Thursday night. 45-44. The thirdplace finish gives New Mexico a bye
past the first round in the WAC's
post-season tournament.
The Lobos play in the second
round at 9 p.m. Wednesday at University Arena against the Utah/
rlawaii first-round winner.

Lady Lobos Beat Aggies, 51-46

UNM Swims Second at WAC
By Pat Armijo

But the Lobos didn't come up
with any last-minute heroics. and
the Cougars held on for the scvcnpoint victory and a second-place
WAC finish.
Tim Garrett led the Lobo scoring
attack with 29 points. Alan Dolensky finished with 18 points and Phil
Smith chipped in 10.
Brigham Young finished in
second place in the WAC, with a
11-4 record, and 19-9 on the season.
The Cougars receive a bye to the
second mund of the WAC tournament in El Paso.

The Univcrsitv of New Mexico women's bashthall team defeated New Mexico State Saturday, 51-46, and moved into third
place in the High Country Athletic Conference behind Brigham
Young and Utah.
Yvonne McKinnon led the
Lobos with 17 points. Winifred
Foster scored I 0 points and A IIi-

~on

Fonte chipped in six.

The Lobos arc 14-11 on the
season and 5-3 in the HCAC.
New Mexico State dropped to 818 on the season and 0-8 in
HCAC play.
UNM hosts Colorado State
and Wyoming this weekend in its
last games of the regular season.

Ready for Indy
By Jo Schilling
Auto racing fans will be treated to
a special viewing of the Coors Light
Silver Bullet race car that was driven
by AI Unser Jr. in last year's Indianapolis 500 and throughout the
1983 CART/PPG Indy Car World
Series. Owned by Rick Galles, the
Silver Bullet will be displayed on
campus Wednesday.
Billie Saxon, spokesman for the
Galles racing team, said the UNM
stop was added to their spring schedule at the last minute. He said the
' purpose of the visit is to preview and
promote "New Mexico's" 1984
racing team.
AI Unser Jr. drove the 1983 Eagle
to a lOth-place finish in last year's
Indy 500 and was the fastestfinishing rookie. He had the fifthbest qualifying time at Indy with a
speed of 202.146 mph.
The Galles race team placed
seventh in the overall Indy Car point
standing for its 1983 roDkie season.
Tom Gloy will join the Galles
race team this year and will be driving one of four new race cars. Gloy
will drive in six races. beginning
with the Long Beach Grand Prix
April I.
The cars will feature a new color
scheme for the 1984 season. Excitement and intimidation is the intent
behind the black car and team uniforms, Saxon said. The silver Coors
Light logo completes the slick
package.
Also new for this year is the sponsorship of Simoniz. Gloy's car will
feature their yellow logo. Other

AI Unser Jr., his new car and the Silver Bullet Racing Team.
corporate sponsors include ValvoIine, Goodyear and Champion Spark
Plugs.
This year's racing season begins
April I in California. The Indy Car
World Series continues through
mid-November and includes a sche-

dule of 16 races.
The new March car is powered by
a 700 horsepower, 161 turbocharged Cosworth DFX engine. It
carries 40 gallons of methanol fuel
and gets about 1.8 miles per gallon,
Saxon said.

Galles Racing has established its
corporate headquarters on Indian
School N.E. and has opened a new
race shop facility in town. T-shirts
and other booster materials featuring
the "G" Force logo will be available soon.

The Silver Bullet will be on display from I 0 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Wednesday near the fountain hetween Popejoy Hall and the Student
Union Building. Its UNM appearance is sponsored by the New Mexico Union Recreation Department.

Lobo Softballers Still Unbeaten
By Steve Johnson

Lobos Win Two on Road
By Pat Armijo
Hitting won one game for the
Lobo baseball team and pitching
another, as the Lobos took two of
three games from New Mexico State
this weekend.
New Mexico took Friday's game
behind a hitting barrage which produced 17 runs. "It was a close game
until we exploded in the fifth,"
l.nho Coach Vince Cappelli said.
New Mexico then won the first
game of Saturday's double-header.
4-0, and lost the nightcap, 7-6.
Lobo Dean Wayne tossed a twohitter in the 4-0 victory.
Cappelli said early in the season
his pitching staff had injury problems. But everyone should be healthy for games this weekend against

Wichita State, he said.
"It looks like we'll be able to produce some runs this season, and our
pitching is coming around," CaJ?pelli said. "Our big problem now ts
that we're making too many mental
errors,
"We can't make mental mistakes
against the type of competition we'll
be facing the rest of the season, and
right now we 'rc making a lot of
them," he said.
"Errors took us out of Saturday's
game (the 7-6loss). We missed cutoff men, we threw to the wrong
base. we took ourselves out of the
game."
New Mexico will begin a five·
game series against Wichita State at
Lobo Field at I p.m. Friday.
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isn't working, like the offense, you
can rely on defense or pitching."
Good pitching continued to be the
In the second game. Putnum. a
main ingredient for the University of junior, gave up three hits, and the
New Mexico women's softball team Lobo bats came alive. New Mexico
as it swept a double-header from came Up with seven hits in the game
Northern Arizona Saturday after- and scored all of its runs in the first
noon.
few innings. The seven hits gave
The Lobos shut out the Lumber- New Mexico 10 for the twin bill.
Craig said that although the Lobo
jills 1-0 and 5-0 behind pitchers Allison Maney and Erin Putnum. UNM offense has been more erratic than
is 6·0 on the season and has recorded expected, the defense has been basifive shutouts.
cally solid. "You never really know
Only Texas Tech, which man- about pitching this early in the seaaged an unearned run Feb, 25, has son," she said. "Obviously, if we
crossed the plate against UNM this arc 6-0 with five shutouts, we must
season.
be doing something right."
Saturday's games marked the reManey pitched the opening game .
on Saturday and gave up five hits to turn of senior Sue Kragseth to the
NAU. The Lobos' offense was un- Lobo lineup. Kragseth won an
productive, however, and not until appeal of a rnling which had deSue Inman doubled in the winning clared her academically ineligible.
Kragseth pinch hit in the first
run in the bottom of the seventh in.ning was the game decided.
game and then started at first base in
Inman usually starts in center the second game. "She's a senior
field but didn't play that position and can play first, third or catcher,''
Saturday because of a bruise on her said Craig. "Her experience will
thigh. She was pinch hitting when help the team, and she gives us more
depth.''
she got the winning run batted in.
The sophomore started the second
game when it became apparent the
---~-..---------bruise was not causing her leg to
stiffen as it had previously in the
~ Display AdvertfsTng
week.
More Than 150
Lobo Coach Susan Craig said the
Typefaces
Available
team was not hitting in the first
131 Merron Halt
game. ''We weren't very aggressive
271·5656_
~
atthcplatc," she said. "It's good to
know, however, that if something

Everything you've always wanted
from a ski trip, for less•••

$175

Don't miss. this exciting op.p. ortunity to
enjoy the "Old West" atmosphere and
perfect snow conditions of five of Utah's
most popular
ski areas.
Your NCSA "National Collegiate Ski

Beer & Cheese Party
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* 6 nights lodging at theTemple Square Hotel
in Salt lake City, based on double occupancy
* 5 days skiing with lift tickets for Alta, Park City,
Park West, Snowbird and Solitude
* An NCSA/Miller Lite "Wild West" Party with a
band and free refreshments
* An NCSA/Miller Lite "on·rnountain"
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Albuquerque's Unser To Make Campus Appearance

Sfcl

Association Is sponsored by

Lite 8eer from Miller

Contact:

AS~~~!~ES 1-800-558-3002

Tour Date:

MARCH 10-16

llloHlHMATION AIIOFI
ahunwn. R1ght 'Itl
I huu•,c, 294!1171
tfn
PRf;GNAi.,C\ TES'fl"'G & coun!>clin~. Phone
247-981'1.
tfn
A<'(liUAH.
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Food/Fun

U.:ADUNf:: API'LICATIONS FOit 1984·85
Spurs are due I· riday, Mar~h 9 in room 1129
Mesa Vi5tu. Applications can be picked up in the
same room. More info. at 277·4271.
3/9
INSUl,IN·Df:P~:Nnt:NT
mABE'I'IC male
volunteers (ages 18·40) urgently needed for
insulin absorption studies at the University of
New Mexico Clinical Research Center.
Volunteers will be admitJed over·nlght to the
hospital and studied the following morning, $50
reimbursement for participation. Volumeers
must be healthy, on no medications except In·
sulin, and without previous abdominal surgery.
C'all Jean or Judy at 277·4656.
3/S
N•:WI "EAR1H CIIANGES Survival Hand·
book" by Page Bryant. Available from your
local book1ellers.
3/6
I.EAIIN HOW TO pick up women at bar, disco,
and parties. This book will help you. Send SlO
check or money order to: Stanley Cooks
Fnterpri1es, 3232 San Mateo NE, Suite GSI,
Albuq. NM 87110.
3/9
JliNIORS WITU 3,0 minimum OPA Interested
in Mortar lloard: Information available at
student actl\itles center in S\JB. Due March 9.
316
M('A'f RF.VU:W STARTINCl March 2 to April
20. !;or more Information come to SUD 24-D.

PARTY? CONCERT? FOOD? The Daily Lobo
has a place for your classifieds about
RestaurAnts, Parties, Food Sales and Stores.
Concms, etc. Give the details today in
"Food/Fun.".
tfn

3/$

CLlln7 MEETING7 EVENT/ Advertise in Las
Noticin,. Only 10 cents per word per issue for
lJNM departments and organlwtlons.
tfn

Personals
Nt:LSoN, Cllf:ER UP. Your two adoring pups
are never going to grow up.
3i5
PIIOFF.SSIONAL MALECUQUE, If we don't
come, do we get to castrate you? Financially
secure women.
3/~
C;AVU:E'N, YOU'Rt: SMILE Is a world of
inspiration. love, Bryan. Seevou ;cont.
315
JOt;- I IIAVE the ken to your F-18. If you
want to Oy, cull Navy Aviation Officer
Programs. 766·3895.
315
WIIAR'S TilE BEACII7 Five more days! (Big
smile race). Tell me Kimbo, now that you're an
old lady, does this mean we can't dose down
Farrclls anymore? Happy Birthday, Pal! Laurie.
315
Sl~ND YOUR Mt:SSAGE to that special
someone or friends and family. Make contact
with a message In the classlfieds today. Deadline:
I p.m. the day before insertion. 131 Marron
~~~

Services
PROH:SSIONAL QUAUTY'fYPING for your
school papers. Call VIrginia day or evening. 29(;.
3096.
3/8
24 HOUR TYPING service. 298·5110.
4/24
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, EDITING. Mary.
3/30
Days881-1724. Evenings26S-1088.
PIIOFF.SSIONAL TYPING, TIIESES. Reports.
IBM. Campus plckup/delive,y, 281·2913. 517
PAPERS, DISS£RTATIONS, THESES
professionally typed on IBM word processor.
Free editing, 298·6006.
3/4
WE DO QUALITY residential painting.
Interiors and exteriors at reasonable rates. For
free estimate in University area, call VIctor 2427096 or Tony 243.7058.
3/9
TUTORING- MATHEMATICS,
STATISTICS, French- Masters Degreed
Instructor. Reasonable. 2664247 evenings. 3/S
STAT TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE: Resmes,
term papers, manuscripts, 266-5686.
3/S
80 CENTS/PAGE. Degreed typist. 344-3345.
3/28
WORD PROCESSING, FIVE years experience.
Highest quality, term papers, dissertations,
resumes. Spelling, editing. 822·0342.
3/6
TilE WORD MILL: Six r.ars professional
typing, editing, English MA, Near UNM. 25609~

Housing
WORKING M<YI'HER NEEDS two female
roommates to share NE home. $175/mo. V.
utilities. 883-1027.
3/19
f'REE HOUSING, MEAI.S. Exchange for fixing
dinner, staying overnight. Elderly gentleman. No
lifting, personal care. Good way to save money
for 2·3 months. Prefer female. Detty at 88 i·6700.
315
A ONE IIDRM furnished apt. Utilities Included
$28S/month. 268-0S2S.
3/12
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent,
Partially furnished. UNM area. $185/month.
266·6872.
317
FOR RENT MARCH thru August. Three
bedroom house five minutes from UNM.
$375/month. 242·4786.
3/6
TilE CITADELl SUPERII location near UNM
and downtown. Bus service eve,y 30 minutes. I
bedroom or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities
paid. Deluxe kitchen with dishwasher and
disposal, ri'Creation room, swimming pool, TV
room and laundry. Adult couples, no pets. 1520
UniversityNE. 243-2494.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410
Girard N.E., $230/mo., for one person,
$250/mo. for 2 persons, all utilities paid, $175
security deposit. Fully furnished-security locks
and laund,y facilities. No children or pets. Please
call be tore 6:00 In the evening, 266-8392.
tfn

Employment
SUMMEI{ STAFF: COUNSEWRS, Cooks,
Nurses, Riding Instructors, Wranglers, Main·

Lost & Found
COMMUTER PASS FOUND. Claim at Daily
Lobo, Room 131.
3/6
WALU:T LOST 2130184 in ladies locker room
Johnson Gym. Call 296-4623. No questions
a~ked, reward offered.
3/$
GLASSES FOUND ON Redondo Drive near
Johnson Field.
3/5
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus
Police 8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
JS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts today! Call
(312) 742-1142 ext. 9340-A.
315
CHECK IT OUT- Kaufman's West, a real
army·navy store, is moving to 1660 Eubank,
between Constltulion and Indian School, in early
3/6
March. Digger store, same bargains.
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? Are
current payments (premiums) too high? There
are many discounts available to UNM personnel
and students. Inquire about affordable and
rep11table car, homeowners, and life insurance.
No pressure or pushy sales pitch. Ask for John at
292·0511 (days and evenings),
3/6
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
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Music Sale
•

•
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Travel

243-2229

TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, ad·
venture or ride needs in the Dally Lobo.
t!n

ttniversal travel service
\\'E ISSUE TICKETS FOR ALL
~AIRLINES
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SCHOLARSHIP

m

TAX PREPARATJONS 266-086.3,
3/23
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons,
sales, rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265·
3315.
tfn
SOFT CONTACT LENSES are now ve,y
reasonable for everything! Call- Make a~
polntmcnt. Doctor Eye Clinic, across from
Lo.Delles, SOI9Menaul NE. 8884778.
tfn
CONTACTS·POLISHING, SOLUTIONS
Casey Optical Company on Lomu just west of
Washington.
tfn

'IRIP FOU TWO to Mazatlanl $379 a piece.
ln~!udes: hotel for five day& and air fare. Call
243-2068.
3/6
COI\fMADORE '\'((:..20 WIUI data-set. $100.
255-8066.
tfn
SKIS !90s, IIOOTS size IO(M), poles $100. 255·
2556 afier 1:00 p.m.
3/5
GIRL'S THREE SPEED huffy bike. Good
3/6
condition. $30. Call evenings 345-4808,
THRF~ CHEAP CARS. 74 Capri. 73 Buick. 75
Honda Civic. 268·2652.
3/5
CLASSIFIEDS WORK! SELL your bicycle,
stamp collection or what·have-you in the New
Mexico Dally Lobo classified advertisements. tfn

tcnancc. AN[)~ RSO!'< CAM!>S W!ll mtc.-lev.
mterc,ted per\llfl' Yoith mo yea" collcgt; t•n
March 9. ChcGk ~~ith The Part ·rune
Fmploymcnt Office.
3 16
sm.l. AVON PRODliCTS. Earn good money.
Enjoy flexible hours. Cali Avon, 345-!765. 3/9
.'iUMMEII CAMP COUNSELOR ra:rmtment
day will be held, Wed., March 7, 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. we11 lobby Johnson Oyrn. Come talk to
camp representatives.
317
WORK THREE EVENINGS, Saturdays. Earn
$75 wkly. Must have auto. Phone 10 a.m. to I :00
p.m. only. 266-7888.
317
WANTED:
GAMES
ROOM
table
custodian- two hours dally, 10 p.m.-midnight.
Work study qualified preferred. Contact Randy
at 277·6492.
317
CIVIL ENGINEERS- PEACE Corps has twoyear international assignments beginning this
summer In road construction/structural
engineering and water/sanitation engineering.
DNDS in Civil Engineering required. Call 2772961.
3/6
TEACHER TO WORK afternoons with after·
school program. Red Cross swimming certified
preferred. Possible full-time summer em·
ployment. 294-3703.
3/5
S.W. BRONZE FOUNDRY needs an experienced artist technician. Call for appointment
242·7489. 1507 First NW.
3/6
CRUISESIIIPS ARE IIIRINGI $16-$30,0001
Carribean, Hawaii, world. Call for guide,
directory, newsletter. H916) 944-4444 ext.
unewmexicocrulse.
3/30
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings.
Must be 21 years old. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights, Apply in person, no
phone calls please. Saveway Liquor Store at5Sl6
Menaul NE and 5704 Lomas Dlvd. NE.
3116
AIRLINES
IIIRINGI STEWARDESSES,
reservationistsl $14·$39,000. Worldwide! Call
for dira;to,y, guide, newsletter. 1·(916) 944-4444
ext. unewmexlcoair.
3/30

of the 1984-85
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The Scholarship and Awards Information booklet along with application forms are available In all
COE departments and In the Dean's
office.

•\pplkanl'. mt"t llt' undergraduatt• or ~ntduate ~tudt•nts c•nrot1t•d at tht>
l'nh l'r,ity nf "l'w ~k\ko in ,good at·adt•mit• stand in~ in tlwir r<'S[WC·tiw
c·olll'~t·s Tlwy mu'>t haw bt•<'n studt•ntsat l":'\\[ for om• full seme~h·rprior
to thi\ '<'ltlt•,h•r and haH' tlemonstrablt• <'X[)t'ric·m·c• in jourmtlism. Tlw
tl•rnt of offkt• will run from April21. 19M into April 191).5,

snrinu semester 1984
deadline: march 15

-\pplkatinns an• ;t\,\ilahlc• at tlw Student Publimtion., Jm.,im•.,., offit•t•,
room 131 nl' \larron Hall. from H:OO a.m. throu~h 4:30 p.m. \(ond<\Y
throu~h Frtday. Applit·ations must lw l·omplt•tt>d <ttlll rc•ttmwd to tlw
StudPnt Pnhlk.ttion' hu~itws., offic<• by 5:00 p.m. ~lumby, \lan·h 2Ci,
HJS,;t 'flit' Hoard willm<'<'t to int<'r\'ic•w tlw applit•ant~ on ~lund<\~'· .\pril2.
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ouantv outdoor wear
at a fair price

ACROSS
1 Cheek
5 N.T. book
9 Originate
14-on a horse
151nstrument
16 Fr. income
171nflnlte
19 Evergreen
20 Love in Pisa
21 Series of four
23 Disavowal
25 Separate
26 Salver
28 Time period
32 Intersection
37 Seat
38 Egypt, once:
abbr.
39Ciaude - .
highwayman
41 - de guerre
42 Carved slab
45 Prompters
48 Argentian
river
50 Asian boat
51 Cohorts
54 Strolls
58 Food
industry
62 Poplar

63 Active
64 Pool
performer:
2wds.
66 Pit
67 Melody
68 Hawaiian bird
69 Guzzled
70 Throw out
71 Pate de foie
DOWN
1 Fruit 2 Once upon
3 - pure
4 Liquors
5 Particle:
abbr.
6 Be party to
7 From sea
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30 Portal
31 Trees
32 Blaspheme
8 Probes
33 N.Z. tree
9 Galleries
34 USSR city
10 Vote back in 35 Address
11- -China
abbr.
12 Male affair
36 Dewy
13 Scary: Var.
40 Romacash
18 Rips
43 St. Lawrence
22 Remove
rapids
24 Baking item 44 Stuck
27 Pronoun
46 Roamer
29 The best
47 Patting

IJO!E!

C A VJEISI
E B EIRITI

49 Possessive
52 Drizzles
53 Assure:
2wds.
55 Treadle
56 "Maria-"
57 Chinese of
old
58 Rapid
59 Ratio phrase
60 Surcease
61 Sensible
55Brunswick

